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The University of the Western Cape,
in partnership with the Western 
Cape Department of Health, began
its COVID-19 vaccination rollout 
on 8 June 2021.
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“Using knowledge 
and research to 
impact society”
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CLINICAL 
AND COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT
The Faculty continues its outreach 
in vulnerable communities during 
the lockdown.
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GREETINGS 
FROM OUR 
DEAN

As we continue to engage with the academic project amidst a pandemic in 
2021, the Faculty of Community and Health Sciences (FCHS) would like to 
greet everyone and share some highlights and achievements in our first 
newsletter of 2021. 

Our thoughts and prayers continue to be with those who have lost loved 
ones due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Resuming operations within a 
context of a pandemic, our academic offerings are primarily online, with 
practical skills labs and clinical/professional practice and work-integrated 
learning continuing in person. In addition, the development of our Clinical 
Training Plan, which outlines the processes applicable in navigating the 
clinical platform, as well as adherence to COVID-19 protocols when 
accessing the campus (as allowed under specific alert levels), has placed us 
in a better position of preparedness for the pandemic in 2021. 

The health and well-being of staff and students remain an important 
consideration, and we, therefore, continue to facilitate a context of 
connectedness and a platform of support for all. 

Staff and students have demonstrated resilience and tenacity, evidenced 
in the achievements and innovations in learning and teaching, research, 
community engagement, academic administration, and leadership, as 
presented herewith in our first newsletter for 2021. As the Dean, I 
congratulate all staff and students on these outstanding achievements. 

Within the context of our vision and mission for 2021-2025 – Vision: 
“Using knowledge and research to impact society” - Mission: “Within a 
social justice paradigm, CHS is an engaged and connected research 
and learning environment to transform and sustain health and well-
being of communities through leadership in innovative, collaborative 
IP approaches locally, regionally, nationally, and internationally” we will 
strive to be an anchor in the communities with whom we engage.

Prof Anthea Rhoda 
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LEARNING  AND  TEACHING
As we continue engaging with the academic project taking valuable lessons from 
2020, where we completed the academic year amidst a pandemic, the faculty is 
driving the blended approach to Learning and Teaching with the hybrid offering 
constantly augmented by technological advancements. In doing so, we have re-
introduced practical teaching in our skills labs with more programmes re-entering 
the clinical platform. Notwithstanding the high activity level, Covid protocols are 
strictly  observed, and the faculty extends its appreciation to the security staff at the 
Bellville  campus who manages entry without exception. Following a fully online 
application and registration process, a systems audit is underway to verify module 
selection and accuracy of academic streams, especially amongst first year students.  
To support the academic project, departments have implemented active tutor and 
teaching assistant programmes.

PROF JO-CELENE DE JONGH
(Learning and Teaching)

FROM DEPUTY DEANS’ DESKS

PROF MICHELLE ANDIPATIN 
(Research and Postgraduate studies)

Furthermore, the data collection and 
planning continues on two faculty-
based research projects, namely 
“Exploring the development and 
a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  a  re s p o n s i v e 
curriculum framework for healthcare 
professionals in South Africa” and 
The Evaluation of Interprofessional 
Educat ion  and Col laborat ive 
Practice Curriculum offered at a 
South African University.

RESEARCH
The three months since November has seen several Research projects being 
approved, amended and revived. In addition, with several requests to 
support overdraft applications, indications are that research activities 
continue and are being restored in the faculty. 

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED:

MOU between UWC (Centre for 
Diversity in PsychologicalPractice) 
and THE COUNSELLING HUB;

UWC (SOPH) - TB HIV care 
(SINAKO PROJECT), UWC 
(SOPH) - Variation to 
Collaboration Agreement with 
University of Essex re NIHR urban 
violence project;

UWC - AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
SOPH / YAKUB TRADING 
(BARBARA HUTTON) to 
complete Prof David Sanders' 
book;

UWC (SOPH) - NU Gender and 
Health, Partnership Agreement 
UWC (SOPH) and University of 
Antwerp regarding a joint PhD 
offering;

UWC - Ghent Collaboration 
Agreement: (iSHARE Project),  
UWC (Interdisciplinary Centre of 
Children, Families and Society) 

FOREIGN RESEARCH 
SUBAWARD AGREEMENT 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY WEST 
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA, Research 
on the Nature and Scope of 
Trafficking In Persons (TIP) in 
South Africa.

"Research activities continue in the faculty, and of our staff have 
received good media coverage with their scholarly community-based 

activities."

As part of the priority goals for learning and teaching, a very successful 
series of workshops were held on Curriculum Design and Renewal. Active 
participation of twenty-one staff members from 8 departments made for an 
exciting and rewarding 2-x two-hour online workshops during November. 
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The workshop's objectives were to equip staff of the faculty with collaboration and creative thinking tools that 
can be used to implement innovative changes in their current activities regarding curriculum transformation.  

The approaches used to address the workshop objectives included: 
  • Individual interviews with the main client and 8 other faculty members. 
 • Multiple task ownership. It was decided that different task owners would work on different 
    dimensions of the same main problem namely “Transformation of CHS curriculum at UWC.” 
 • Current situation: Plusses and Concerns identified during confidential individual interviews. 
 • Facilitated group creative problem-solving session with a team using the SynNovation approach
 • Ground rules and behaviours to promote a supportive climate. (See Appendix 2).
 • Teaching and applying creativity tools in the “Toolbox for Brainwaves.” 
 
Different aspects of the overall task re Curriculum Transformation were addressed within smaller groups on 
the following tasks:
 • How can we develop an innovative, relevant transformed HPE curriculum that meets the needs of all 
    stakeholders?
 • How can we make our curriculum more accessible to the diverse needs of the student population?
 • How can we design a range of meaningful learning and teaching activities to be included in our 
    transformed curriculum? 

During the 3-hour team creative problem-solving session, more than 
150 ideas were generated within the 3 groups and 6 were selected for 
further development.  In acclamation of its success, there was time to 
develop 5 ideas to the point of a Proposed Consolidated Action plan that 
will be further facilitated in 2021.

3-HOUR TEAM CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING 
SESSION, MORE THAN 150 IDEAS WERE 

GENERATED

CHS Curriculum
Transformation Task
Team Established

2019

Presentations & 
Workshops
2019 - 2020

Presentations: CHS
Curriculum

Transformation 
Initiative 2020

Workshops: 
Collaborative

Curriculum
transformation

2020 - 2021

UWC Curriculum
Transformation &
Renewal Policy 

(2021)

Members: Dr Lucia Hess-April
Prof Jo-Celene de Jongh, Dr

Simone Titus, Ms Jill Wilkenson &
Mr Brendon Faroa

Task Team Meetings to discuss
and prepare CHS Report on
Curriculum Transformation

(12 August 2019)

Workshop 
(12 August 2019)

Workshop
Curriculum Design 
(10 March 2020)

Curriculum Transformation
Process at UWC & in CHS;

Understanding Coloniality &
Decoloniality; A decolonised

HPE Curriculum

Workshop:
curriculum design,

student persona & 6
types of learning 
(10 March 2020)

Submitted CHS Reflection
Report on Curriculum

Transformation in Health
Science Curricula
(29 August 2020)

UWC Academic Week
(Sept 2020)

CHS Faculty Board
(15 October 2020)

Discussed at CHSLT &
CHSAP Meetings

(Semester 1, 2021)

Departmental 
Engagements &

Feedback (Semester
1, 2021)

CHS/APU Roadshow
(29 June 2021)

Creative Thinking 
around Curriculum
Change (19 & 22 

October 2020 & 6
November 2020)

Action Plan Reports; 
3 Groups 

(Semester 1, 2020)

Additional workshop
to be opened to rest of

CHS
(17 August 2021)

Implementation
Semester 2, 2021

Overview of CHS Curriculum Transformation and Renewal Process 
presented to APU as part of the Curriculum Transformation and 

Renewal Roadshow: 29 June 2021 attended by 85 staff members.
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LEARNING & 
TEACHING staff 
development highlights:

Four staff attended the online staff 
induction course in February: 

Drs Martina Lembani (Public Health); 
Bey-Marie Maduneni (Public Health); 

Cornel Hart (SW) 
Ms Megan Alexander (OT)

Congratulations to the 2020 TPC 
cohort who successfully completed 
the course by presenting excellent 
Teaching & Learning e-portfolios: 

• Makhaya Malema (SRES);
• Uwarren September (SW); 
• Zorina Noordien (Psych);
• Kyle Jackson (Psych) & 
• Dr Wilmien Human-Hendricks (Psych).

CONGRATULATIONS

We are also excited for a large 
group of several new & 

established staff attending the 
"Towards the Professionalisation 
of Teaching & Learning" course 

(TPC) this year! 
The course began in May and 

will continue through until 
November 2021.

Learning and Teaching Writing Retreat held at Evertsdal Guesthouse
19-21 May 2021

13 Staff members attended the retreat. 
Outcome: 4 Papers submitted to accredited journals

4 Papers completed as full drafts
2 Papers in process of completion as full drafts
2 Papers introduction and methodology sections completed  

https://www.backabuddy.co.za/charity/profile/uwc

UWC appeals for laptop and 
data donations   
#NoStudentWillBeLeftBehind. 

Thank-you to all CHS staff & students 
who engaged in the APU Curriculum 

Transformation & Renewal roadshow on 
29 June 2021; the reflections & 

discussions were rich! 
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To facilitate knowledge and skills in 
interprofessional education, the 
IPE unit in the faculty hosted world 

café's which was attended by students 
from the different departments in the 
FCHS, the Faculty of Dentistry, 
  School of Pharmacy and 
  medical students from
  Stellenbosch University. 
Due to the pandemic an online world 
café was hosted on the 9 April, which was 
attended by 49 students from 5 
departments. Using online platforms 
students engaged in activities which 
focused on roles and responsibilities of 
each discipline using a case-based 
approach. Feedback from students 
included: “It was amazing to see how all 
the disciplines came together and 
worked on the patient together as a 
team and seeing how all the professions 
and their skills came together to treat 
someone” “How we can have the same 
idea and different ways of implementing 
them to be suitable to that specific field 
but all in the client's best interests. 

Partnering with external organisations, 
Arisen Women, and the Western Cape 
Department of Health's Community 
Care Workers, the Interprofessional 
Educational Unit in the faculty hosted a 
“Caring for the Carer” outreach 
programme in Mitchells Plain the 14 & 15 
April 2021. It was exciting to note that we 
had 4 faculties that were involved in this 
outreach programme demonstrating the 

need for a multi/interdisciplinary 
approach to addressing the needs of 
communit ies.  Facult ies involved 
included, CHS, Dentistry, Science and 
Law. A total of approximately 140 carers 
attended this event that included 
activities such as health screening, 
wellness talks, dental assistance and 
intervention, therapeutic care and legal 
counselling. 

The Faculty continues its outreach 
in vulnerable communities during 

the lockdownCLINICAL AND 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

E- IPE World Café  

Outreach activity “Caring for the Carer”

Students from back are Nicole Fourie, Stacey Maggott, front are 
Palesa Sithole, Silibaziso Mupereki and Gafsah Martin. 
Image: Plainsman, 2021. UWC Students Available at:

 https://www.plainsman.co.za

PROF FIRDOUZA WAGGIE
(Clinical and Community Engagement)
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Scholarly CE
Together with volunteers from 
the Fisantekraal community a 
re s e a rc h e r  l i n k e d  t o  P ro f 
Schenck's SARChI chair in Waste 
a n d  S o c i e t y ,  D r .  R i s s a 
Niyobuhungiro, an engineering 
graduate, has turned a dumpsite 
into a community garden. This 
initiative based at one of the 
faculty's focused CE sites, is an 
example of how scholarly CE 
projects contribute to health and 
well-being of communities. We 
congratulate Prof Schenck and Dr. 
Niyobuhungiro on an activity 
which was widely publicized in the 
media.  

CHS Third Year 
Nursing Students 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
project bears fruit in 

Fisantekraal

On 11 May 2021, third year Community Health Nursing 
students accompanied by Clinical staff from the School of 
Nursing within Faculty of Community and Health 
Sciences (CHS), were out in Fisantekraal to complete their 
community outreach projects they have conducted over a 
six-week period. Fisantekraal is one of the key community 
engagement sites where Faculty of Community and 
Health Sciences places its students on Clinical practices 
and platforms.

Annually the students deeply entrenched themselves in 
the Fisantekraal community to get a sense of the 
community life, lifestyle and challenges, thus enable 
them to make informed decisions in areas where they can 
do strategic intervention and be of assistance to the 
community at large. They do so by implementing projects 
and programmes that can be of value to the community 
and be sustainable.  

Community engagement and social responsiveness is a fundamental pillar of health sciences 
education at UWC and the university has shown and demonstrated that it is committed to go 
an extra mile in serving the communities in Cape Town and surrounding areas. This drive and 

commitment will continue to grow each year, thereby impacting communities and making 
health and other services accessible to the most vulnerable and marginalised.
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VACCINE ROLL-OUT

UWC 
Vaccination Centre

The University of 
the Western Cape 
(UWC) is boosting 
the province's 
COVID-19 
vaccination drive 
by training final-
year nursing 
students as 
vaccinators. 

This is the first nursing 
student-vaccinator 

collaboration to be rolled out 
in the province, said Elrien 

Joubert, of the Western 
Cape Department of Health. 
“The collaboration was quite 

seamless, as UWC was 
sensitive to our requirements 

and needs,” said Joubert.

Working with the Western Cape 
Department of Health, the 
process for vaccination for 
health care workers, under the 
Sisonke trial is currently being 
administered internally and 
prioritised in terms of patient 
facing staff and students as well 
as administrative staff in CHS 
who a re  in  contac t  w i th 
students. The faculty is also part 
o f  t h e  U W C  t a s k  t e a m 
facilitating the vaccination out-
reach programme that will take 
place on main campus for UWC 
staff and students as per the 
Na t iona l  Depa r tmen t  o f 
Health's vaccination plan.

On Friday, 11 June 2021 
Provincial Health Minister, Dr 
Nomafrench Mbombo, paid a 
special visit UWC COVID-19 
Vaccination Centre where she 

also had an opportunity to meet 
the final year nursing students 
from the School of Nursing 
within Faculty of Community 
and Health Sciences. 

The students will be embarking 
on a new and exciting journey 
as vaccinators in   various 
health sites in Cape Town.

UWC Hosts Provincial Health Minister, 
Dr Nomafrench Mbombo at their vaccination site!

To view the interview, visit: 
https://youtu.be/qTytNrBltQs
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DEPARTMENT NEWS

PHYSIOTHERAPY

Mitchell's Plain Community 
Outreach (April 2021): 

During the 14 – 15 April, the Physiotherapy Third Year 
students were involved in a Faculty of Community and 
Health Science Community Outreach. During these 

two days, students from different FCHS provided a service to 
the carers.

It is great to announce that during May, that all 
Physiotherapy Department staff has been vaccinated. We 
would like to thank the UWC and all parties that were 

involved in assisting with the processes. Although there were 
long queues, we are glad that we're a vaccinated 
department. 

Besides the staff getting vaccinated, our 
students were also vaccinated and 
coordinated by Prof Waggie and Ms 
Gamiet to get our fourth-year students 
(currently in clinical blocks) to be 
vaccinated at Tygerberg Hospital. 

A Vaccinated Department (May 2021) Physiotherapy Students 
Vaccination (May 2021)

SUCCESS 

R468 000 Rand was successful! Prof 
Leizel Ennion, is evaluating the 
effectiveness of a cost-effective 
prosthesis for individuals with 
amputations. Prof Ennion's research 
expands beyond South Africa, with 
data collection occurring in countries 
such as Ghana as well. We want to 
wish you all the best. 

Dr Liezel Ennion was 
promoted to Associate 
Profession Liezel Ennion 
at the end of 2020. Also, 
with the promotion, her 
grant application of 

WELCOME
Ms Tammy-Lee Petorius is now a 
permanent staff member of the 
Physiotherapy Department, under the 
n-Gap position. We welcome her with 
open arms and wish her all the best with 
her studies and the new job.

CONTRACT TO PERMANENT 
After working at the department for ten 
years, Ms Danelle Hess is now a 
p e r m a n e n t  m e m b e r  o f  t h e 
Physiotherapy Department. This is a 
well-deserved position, and we will see 
her all the best with her PhD studies and 
her new role at the Physiotherapy 
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DEPARTMENT NEWS

SOCIAL WORK

LAUNCH OF THE BACHELOR
IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
 B Com Dev was launched at the beginning of the 2021 
academic year. A virtual official launch was attended by a 
variety of stakeholders. Guest speakers included Prof 
Lawack, Prof Rhoda, Mr Netshiplale, the Deputy Director 
General of the National Department of Social Development 
(DSD), and Mr Hewu, the Chief Director of the Western Cape 
DSD.

CONGRATS!
The Department celebrated with Dr 
Davids and Dr Human-Hendrics for 
successfully completing their PhD 
studies.  Mr Gawulayo and Mr 
Mandlana were appointed as full-time 
lec turers .  Dr  Har t  jo ined the 
Department as the coordinator of the 
B a c h e l o r  o f  C o m m u n i t y 
Development (B Com Dev).

The first-year students were welcomed during a virtual 
orientation, while also orientated to engage with 
programme-specific online learning and teaching. 

Student-guides with specific links to university and 
community resources were provided to all students in the 
undergraduate programme. The postgraduate students 
participated in an online orientation programme that was also 
supplemented with a student guide.

Mr Safodien, Dr Human-Hendricks, Ms Adonnis, Mr 
Mandlana and Mr Gawulayo facilitated a clinical supervisors 
induction programme, and Ms Lukelelo facilitated a tutor 
orientation programme.

All staff attended a CIECT e-tools training session, and a 
workshop in online assessments presented by Mr Safodien 
and Dr Dykes. 

Prof M Van der Westhuizen presented at two international 
webinars, one conference (co-presented by Ms F Brey) and 
four online seminars at international partner universities.

Prof R Schenck presented 10 webinars focusing 
on waste management and livelihoods. 

Dr Carelse presented at an online international 
conference on creating safe spaces for children 
and youth. She also organised an online 
webinar for fourth-year students to present on 
social welfare policy and planning that was 
attended by civil society members aimed at 
creating public awareness/education on a 
variety of social issues. 

Dr Hart presented three workshops related to 
the development of community development 
a c c r e d i t a t i o n  o f  p r o g r a m m e s  a n d 
postgraduate diplomas, and two webinars on 
the community engagement approach and 
contextual diversity specific graduate 
attributes. 

Dr Human-Hendricks presented a webinar on 
intergenerational transference of parenting. 

Dr Davids presented at an international 
webinar, and also at the webinar series 
focusing on strengthening the family on 
developing guidelines for parent parenting 
children with a hearing loss.

Dr Dykes, Dr Londt and Dr Carelse received 
DVC Research grants for departmental 
research projects, and Mr September was 
awarded an NRF nGap research scholarship.

Staff published 12 articles, conference 
papers and book chapters, and seven 

papers have been accepted for 
publication.
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n Saturday 24 April 2021 a team of researchers from the ODepartment of Psychology participated in a programme for 
young women in Montagu. The programme titled “Bruised 

but not Broken” was organised by a community organisation called 
Change Agents South Africa. The organisation offers support to 
women in the surrounding community during their pregnancy and 
beyond. The project is aligned with ongoing research that is being 
conducted in the department of Psychology by Tracey-Ann Adonis, 
Maria Florence and Noluthando Mpisane. The researchers will be 
working with this organisation to further develop this area of research 
in the faculty.

PSYCHOLOGY OUTREACH
Department of Psychology Researchers engages community of Montagu

Prof Shabir Mahdi who leads the South African Ox1Cov-19 Vaccine VIDA-Trial, presented at a webinar hosted 
by the faculty titled “The update of Covid-19 and the vaccinations”. This webinar was attended by more than 
110 attendees, and generated lots of discussion about the current status of Covid and vaccinations. In this 
webinar Prof Mahdi, shared valuable information that could at times appear controversial, including why 
South Africa cannot go back into a hard lock-down, and suggestions of what could be done to manage the 
pandemic. The role of behavioural science in the management of the pandemic was once again highlighted 
as vital during this webinar. 

WEBINARS

Dr Ronel Davids, a lecturer in the Department of Social Work, joined the faculty with a 
vast amount of clinical experience in working with individuals with hearing 
impairments. On 20 April this year Dr Davids presented at a webinar which is part of a 
series of webinars hosted by Prof Roman’s SARChI Chair, on “Strengthening the 
Family”. The title of Dr David’s presentation was “Developing guidelines for parents 
parenting children with a hearing loss”, which is based on the findings of her PhD 
which she recently received at the UWC May graduation.
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DEPARTMENT NEWS

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Dr Nousheena Firfirey
PhD

Dr Zakeera Ganie
PhD

Thesis:
The Evaluation of the Integrated 
Client-Centered Intervention 
Programme (ICIP) for Clients 
with MDR-TB at DP Marais 
Hospital in the Western Cape.

Supervisors:
Dr L Hess-April
Prof M Soeker

Thesis:
The development of a return to 
work intervention programme 
for individuals with cardiac 
diagnoses in the Western Cape, 
South Africa

Supervisors:
Prof M Soeker
Prof A Rhoda

“Bruised but not Broken”

“Strengthening the Family”



STAFF & DEPARTMENT
AWARDS

t the May 2021 graduation ceremony, CHS graduated the following students - 8 Doctoral students, 43 AMasters; 72 Honours; 354 Undergraduate (making the total undergraduate completions for 2021, 
446). Among those who graduated a special word of congratulations, goes to staff who have 

graduated, including, Dr Anja Human-Hendricks – Department of Social work, Dr Ronel Davids – Department 
of Social Work and  Dr Wendy Ericksen Perreira – School of Natural Medicine, all who graduated with a PhD.  
Professional Support staff, Ms Chantal September and Mr Grant Meyer have graduated with Certificate in 
Forensics and Ms Marla Warner graduated a Higher Certificate Economic Development as well Ms Sandy 
Leanne Van Eeden with Advance Diploma in Management.

Ms Sandy Leanne Van Eeden
Advanced 

Diploma in Management.

Ms Marla Warner
Higher Certificate 

Economic Development

Dr Wendy Ericksen Perreira
PhD

Ms Chantal September
Certificate in Forensics

Mr Grant Meyer
Certificate in Forensics

Mr Marquard Simpson
Masters in Philosophy

Dr Ronel Davids
PhD

Dr Anja Human-Hendricks
PhD

M s  M a r l a  W a r n e r

H i g h e r  C e r t i f i c a t e  

E c o n o m i c  D e v e l o p m e n t

Ms Renee Klink
Outstanding Administrator 
Award - Psychology Dept.

Ms Dominique Bowers
 Service Excellence

Mr Naven Gangen receiving the award on behalf of 
School of Nursing for 

Most Outstanding Academic Administration 
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INITIATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF NEW PROGRAMMES 

The Faculty has also designed and seek 
approval for a Masters in Health Data Analytics 
developed in collaboration with colleagues 
from the faculties of EMS and Science, as well 
as partners from Neu Ulm University of Applied 
Sciences, Kenya Methodist University and 
Muhimbili University of Health and Allied 
Sciences.

Our new Bachelor of Community Development 
Degree; located within the Department of Social 
Work, have a full cohort of 51 registered students as a 
first time offering in 2021. The programme was 
launched on the 23 March, 2021 where participants 
were addressed by the DVC Academic Prof Lawack, 
representatives from the National and the Western 
Cape Department of Social Development and the 
UWC Social Work Department. We would like to 
acknowledge Dr Cornel Hart as the coordinator of 
this new programme.

The Department of Recreation 
and Exercise Sciences has also 

designed and seek approval 
for, a Higher Certificate in 

Sport, Performance and 
Recreation Management which 

is the outcome of the High 
Performance Sports Project 

funded by an HDI Grant.
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FIND US ON

https://www.uwc.ac.za/Faculties/CHS/Pages/Home.aspx

@FacultyofCommun1

@FacultyofCommunityandHealthSciencesUWC

A TRIBUTE
Prof Sathasivan Aranuchallam
It is with great sadness that the 
School of Nursing and the Faculty 
of Community and Health Sciences 
mourn the loss of Professor 
Sathasivan Aranuchallam, fondly 
remembered by all of us as Prof A. 
Prof A passed away on 29 January 
2021, after a brief but fierce 
struggle with COVID-19.

Prof A joined UWC as a lecturer in 
the School of Nursing in 2000 and 
was promoted to Associate 
Professor in 2020. During his tenure 
at UWC, he made significant 
contributions to the School of 
Nursing, holding positions as both 
Deputy Director and Acting 
Director of the School.

With a niche in psychiatric nursing, 
Prof Aranuchallam made significant 
advancements in the development 
of nursing in the country, 
pioneering a system for continuing 

professional development which is 
currently being piloted nationally.
Prof Aranuchallam will be dearly 
missed by all at UWC, especially his 
colleagues in the School of Nursing 
who refer to him as a “gentle giant 
with a brilliant mind and 
impeccable manners”, and “a 
friend who always had good words 
and always asked, “How are you?’".

A pillar of strength in nursing, CHS 
and the South African nursing 
community, Prof Aranuchallam will 
be missed greatly.

Our deepest condolences to his 
wife Joyce and daughter Mary-Ann, 
their family and our colleagues.

Prof Anthea Rhoda and Prof 
Jennifer Chipps

Branden De Kock, 3rd year SRES 
student, was awarded a contract to 

join the Cheetahs Rugby Union.

CHEETAHS RUGBY UNION

http://tiny.cc/uwcchslinkedin

SAVE 
THE DATES

Synnovation Workshop 
Tuesday, 17 August 2021

Second Semester 
Online staff induction course: 

August to September 
All new part- & full-time staff welcome! Please 

email Nici Sims if you would like to attend 
(dsims@uwc.ac.za)
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